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from a failure, which is not your failure anyhow, to
a success or at least to another engagement But I
am old and nearly at the end of my tether, I cannot
afford to trifle with theatrical gambles I should
virtually lose five years over a failure
"If instead of an anonymous syndicate you could
get a committee to set you up in a theatre, and give
you their names so as to give you a standing like that
of the Philharmonic Concerts, and an endowment
which would enable you to carry on for three or four
years and revive the limited run plan which worked so
well at the Court, and made failure impossible, then
your difficulties would vanish But for this syndicate
business you must have a pot-boiler, and I have already
produced more than my share of pot-boilers, and must
at all hazards resolutely finish, before everything
else, the three plays with which I am now wrestling,
and which will probably be the end of my output
"I have made the same reply (less intimately of
course) to all the others I have every inducement to
work with you, as I should be much more at home in
a theatre of yours than elsewhere I have proclaimed
my personal devotion to you before the world by the
infamy of cAnnajanska'
"But as to Barrie and the rest giving you their names
as supporters, how can you expect them to do this as
long as your backers are anonymous? Give them a
list of distinguished members of the committee, and
you can fairly ask them to let you publish their names
as supporters of your enterprise But a speculative
syndicate, got up for you by your solicitors is all that
you have to show at present And for that it is
utterly impossible for any of us to stir outside the
usual routine Provide the right conditions, and
they will only be too glad, I should think, to find a
shop Not Barrie, perhaps, for he has found a new
house with du Maurier But Galsworthy, like myself
and the rest, is on the Embankment Even Arnold
Bennett, though, like me, he has got at the syndicate

